
Lettre aux autorités grecques  
Dear Mayor Aidonis, 
 
It has come to my attention that another savage act of animal cruelty has created one more 
animal victim and an additional public outrage. On January 3, 2010, in the town of Olympia, a 
horse was dragged behind a car for two kilometers. The horse suffered severe bodily trauma, 
including broken legs, severe lacerations and skinning causing the exposure of his intestines, 
and multiple organ stress, but despite such significant injuries, he was alive and left to die in 
a ditch; a veterinary later euthanized him. Although the physical injuries demonstrate the 
abject cruelty inflicted upon him, no words could adequately describe the fear and terror he 
certainly felt, and I am shocked to learn that the alleged guilty party has boasted openly of 
the crime, and that law enforcement has ignored this case. I am therefore writing to 
respectfully request that you allocate the necessary resources into investigating this crime, 
arresting the guilty party, and prosecuting the offender in accordance with the most severe 
penalty. 
 
When I try to imagine what possible motive animal abusers entertain for subjecting their 
animal victims to such malicious, heinous acts of brutality, I fail, but I am thankful for a lack of 
cognitive understanding and rationalization. To engage in such vicious behaviour absolutely 
suggests sociopathic and sadistic tendencies. The person who deliberately and sadistically 
harmed and killed this horse demonstrates an absolute lack of morality regarding other living 
beings and a gross disrespect for the law. In fact, a person who shows such a remarkable 
lack of compassion towards animals has, disturbingly enough, the ability to show such 
indifference towards humans. This link between animal and human abuse has been 
established, and if you excuse this criminal behaviour you would be serving an injustice to 
both animals and society. 
 
I am hoping that you will take an unyielding position against animal cruelty and apprehend 
and subsequently hold the offender accountable by applying the maximum penalty. These 
sentences are typically remarkably inadequate given the gravity and severity of animal 
abuse, fundamentally inequitable based on an egotistical precept that humans are superior 
to animals, and I hope this case will cause you to review the legal inadequacies regarding 
animals and make necessary modifications. Considering animals as lesser beings 
irrespective of our similarities is fundamentally unethical and inhumane. Humans adopt these 
false perspectives to validate the cruelties to which animals are subjected, and when we 
embrace such egotistical viewpoints to provide personal moral forgiveness, we intentionally 
ignore the intrinsic limitation of such inane assertions: animals are not commodities but living 
beings who, like humans, possess sentience and have the capacity to experience emotion 
and thought, desire lives free from exploitation and suffering, and fear the manifestation of 
death. 
 
Allowing animal cruelty by permitting it to go unpunished only desensitizes humans to 
suffering, which inevitably leads to immunity against all cruelty, human and animal. We need 
to teach our children that our society does not excuse, allow, or enable cruelty against 
animals or humans, and it is imperative that we demonstrate in both word and action that the 
human essence of empathy does not exist to excuse maliciousness: it exists to provide 
compassion and justice to the brutalized and punishment to those who willingly deviate from 
this capacity. If we do not do our duty to provide this, we harm animals and invite injustice 
into our society. 
 
I know your time is limited and I want to thank you for your attention and consideration. 
 
Nom, pays,  
signature 


